TMP PROTECT ™
Metal Roofing
Siding Finish Options
HT&UNDERLAYMENT
Standard Kynar 500 ® Coatings

Glacier White
White SRI-85
SRI-85
Glacier

Sierra Tan
Tan SRI-60
SRI-60
Sierra

Zinc Grey
Grey SRI-39
SRI-39
Zinc

Charcoal Grey
Grey SRI-25
SRI-25
Charcoal

Tahoe Blue
Blue SRI-31
SRI-31
Tahoe

Pacific Blue
Blue SRI-26
SRI-26
Pacific

Graphite Black
Black SRI-26
SRI-26
Graphite
Formerly: Black

Dark Bronze
Bronze SRI-22
SRI-22
Dark

Formerly: Black

40-Year Commercial,
Commercial, Non-Transferable,
Non-Transferable, Non-Prorated,
Non-Prorated, Limited
Limited Warranty
Warranty
40-Year
40-Year Residential,Transferable,
Residential,Transferable, Non-Prorated
Non-Prorated Limited
Limited Warranty
Warranty
40-Year

PRODUCT USE
TMP Protect™ HT is a selfadhering, high temperature
underlayment suitable for
Parchment SRI-58
SRI-58
Sterling Grey
Grey SRI-44
SRI-44
Sterling
use as Parchment
a waterproof
underlayment in roofing
applications with metal
roofing, asphalt shingles,
wood shakes/shingles, and
Saddle Tan
Tan SRI-37
SRI-37
Medium Bronze
Bronze SRI-36
SRI-36
Saddle
Medium
mechanically
fastened
roof
tile. TMP Protect™ HT is
recommended for complete
roof deck coverage under
metal and in areas with wind-driven rain, extreme temperatures, or
Hemlock Green
Green SRI-36
SRI-36
Forest Green
Green SRI-24
Hemlock
climates causing
ice dams. It servesForest
a dual SRI-24
role as a flashing
membrane, protecting areas susceptible to leaks such as valleys,
roof-to-sidewall transitions, and around vents and skylights. TMP
Protect™ HT is approved for use with Class A fire-rated, codecompliant shingle roof coverings; if roofing with metal, check with the
Musket SRI-31
SRI-31
Pine Green
Green SRI-25
SRI-25
Musket
Pine
metal panel
manufacturer for their approval
of TMP Protect™ HT as
the underlayment. TMP's Technical Services Department can help
with confirmation of roof systems.

COMPOSITION & MATERIALS
Tile Red
Red SRI-35
SRI-35
Colonial Red
Red SRI-37
Tile
TMP Protect™
HT is manufactured Colonial
with a SRI-37
synthetic, textured
polypropylene surface while the underside and selvage edge are
coated with an aggressive, asphalt-based adhesive. TMP Protect™
HT is engineered with five layers of secured redundancy for strength
and durability.
A
silicone-treated,
split-release
film
protects
the adhesive prior to application. The topside edge of the sheet
Retro Red
Red SRI-42
SRI-42
Retro
has a 3" selvage for lap joint seams.
®
Matte Black
Black SRI-23
SRI-23
Matte

Terra Cotta
Cotta SRI-43
SRI-43
Terra

Premium Metallic 500 Coatings

(Premium Pricing
Pricing Applies)
Applies)
(Premium

APPLICATION
TMP Protect™ HT shall be applied as specified. Roof decks should be sound, smooth, meet necessary local requirements,
and be dry at the time of installation. Minimum approved slope is ½:12 (contact TMP representative for qualifying low slope
panel recommendations). TMP recommends minimum 3" (76 mm) side laps and back-nailing where indicated on 4:12
Champagne SRI-48
SRI-48
Antique Patina
Patina SRI-40
Weathered Zinc
Zinc SRI-39
SRI-39
Metallic Silver
Silver SRI-60
SRI-60
Champagne
Antique
Weathered
Metallic
slopes
and greater,
and when underlayment
is left exposed in windy
or rainySRI-40
climates for
an extended period. TMP Protect™ HT is not intended as a permanently exposed roofing
surface but can be left uncovered for up to six (6) months, if necessary, before the
primary roof covering is installed. Complete installation instructions can be found at
WWW.TAYLORMETALPRODUCT.COM or by contacting our Technical Services
Copper Penny
Penny SRI-50
SRI-50
Copper
Department.

Premium Finish

(Premium Pricing
Pricing Applies)
Applies)
(Premium

PRECAUTION
Vintage® is
is an
an innovative
innovative coating
coating process
process over
over a
a G-90
G-90 metallic-coated
metallic-coated steel
steel surface.
surface. The
The process
process creates
creates shade
shade variations
variations from
from
For best results, TMP Protect™ HTVintage®
should
be
protected
from
the
weather
and
stored
on
light to
to dark,
dark, the
the lighter
lighter shade
shade exhibiting
exhibiting a
a grey
grey tone
tone while
while the
the darker
darker shade
shade exhibits
exhibits a
a bronze
bronze or
or brown
brown tone.
tone. The
The dynamic,
dynamic, preprelight
end in a cool, dry, well-ventilated area
until applied.
Storage
between
40°F
aged appearance
appearance
makes this
this
a beautiful
beautiful temps
and durable
durable
product choice
choice
thatand
is also
also graffiti
graffiti resistant.
resistant. Vintage®
Vintage® comes
comes with
with a
a 20
20 year
year
aged
makes
a
and
product
that
is
warranty. Warranty
Warranty can
can vary
vary by
by environment,
environment, see
see TMP
TMP website
website for
for more
more information.
information.
warranty.
100°F are recommended for best installation.
Vintage® SRI-22
SRI-22
Vintage®

NOTE: Due
Due to
to the
the coating
coating process,
process, Vintage®
Vintage® has
has a
a color
color range.
range. Color
Color can
can vary
vary from
from batch-to-batch
batch-to-batch and
and have
have directional
directional variations.
variations.
NOTE:

WARRANTY
(These
materials
willto
change
appearance
over
time)accessory or in combination
materials
will
change
time)
TMP
Protect™ HT carriesMaterials
a Limited Lifetime (These
Warranty
relative
its useappearance
as a singleover
roofing
Weathering
with other accessory products in a complete TMP roofing system.
Contact
your
roofing
localover
distribution
center,
Zincalume® Plus
Plus AZ-55
AZ-55 is
is a
a 55%
55% aluminum,
aluminum,contractor,
45% zinc
zinc metallic
metallic coating
coating
over
steel.
Zincalume®
45%
steel.
It is
is a
a non-painted
non-painted finish
with a
a 25
25 yr.
yr. warranty
warranty
It
with
or TMP for full details. See below for TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
contactfinish
information.
TMP Protect™ HT underlayment
and other TMP products are available throughout North America.
SRI=Solar Reflective Index. SRI values listed above are in accordance with ASTM E1980 and are based on actual testing. (CRRC)

Reflective Index. SRI values listed above are in accordance with ASTM E1980 and are based on actual testing. (CRRC)
16 oz.
oz. Copper
Copper
Zincalume® Plus
Plus AZ-55/
AZ-55/
Visit WWW.TAYLORMETALPRODUCTS.COM
for additional SRI=Solar
product
Cool
Roof Rating
Ratinginformation
Council SRI
SRI values
values (CA
(CAand
Title 24,
24, availability.
ENERGY STAR®)
STAR®) are
are based
based on
on the
the grouping
grouping of
of colors
colors (color
(color families).
families). CRRC
CRRC SRI
SRI
16
Zincalume®
Cool
Roof
Council
Title
ENERGY

20 oz.
oz. Copper
Copper please
please inquire
inquire
20
Pure Copper
Copper has
has no
no warranty
warranty
Pure

Galvalume® SRI-65
SRI-65
Galvalume®

values will
will differ,
differ, as
as each
each color
color is
is not
not tested
tested in
in the
the color
color family
family option.
option. Coatings
Coatings are
are low
low gloss
gloss 10-15%
10-15% sheen.
sheen. These
These printed
printed
values
chips provide
provide aa close
close representation
representation of
of the
the colors.
colors. Metal
Metal samples
samples are
are available
available upon
upon request.
request. Custom
Custom colors
colors available.
available. "Oil
"Oil
chips
canning"
is
an
inherent
characteristic
of
roof
and
wall
products,
and
not
a
defect,
which
is
not
a
cause
for
panel
rejection.
canning" is an inherent characteristic of roof and wall products, and not a defect, which is not a cause for panel rejection.

Salem, OR
OR Seattle,
Seattle, WA
WA Woodinville,
Woodinville, WA
WA Riverside,
Riverside, CA
CA Sacramento,
Sacramento, CA
CA
Salem,
www.taylormetal.com
www.taylormetal.com

TMP PROTECT ™
Metal Roofing
Siding Finish Options
HT&UNDERLAYMENT
Standard Kynar 500 ® Coatings

40-Year Commercial,
Commercial, Non-Transferable,
Non-Transferable, Non-Prorated,
Non-Prorated, Limited
Limited Warranty
Warranty
40-Year
40-Year Residential,Transferable,
Residential,Transferable, Non-Prorated
Non-Prorated Limited
Limited Warranty
Warranty
40-Year

Glacier White
White SRI-85
SRI-85
Glacier

Sierra Tan
Tan SRI-60
SRI-60
Sierra

Parchment SRI-58
SRI-58
Parchment

Sterling Grey
Grey SRI-44
SRI-44
Sterling

Zinc Grey
Grey SRI-39
SRI-39
Zinc

Charcoal Grey
Grey SRI-25
SRI-25
Charcoal

Saddle Tan
Tan SRI-37
SRI-37
Saddle

Medium Bronze
Bronze SRI-36
SRI-36
Medium

Tahoe Blue
Blue SRI-31
SRI-31
Tahoe

Pacific Blue
Blue SRI-26
SRI-26
Pacific

Hemlock Green
Green SRI-36
SRI-36
Hemlock

Forest Green
Green SRI-24
SRI-24
Forest

Graphite Black
Black SRI-26
SRI-26
Graphite
Formerly: Black

Dark Bronze
Bronze SRI-22
SRI-22
Dark

Musket SRI-31
SRI-31
Musket

Pine Green
Green SRI-25
SRI-25
Pine

Matte Black
Black SRI-23
SRI-23
Matte

Terra Cotta
Cotta SRI-43
SRI-43
Terra

Tile Red
Red SRI-35
SRI-35
Tile

Colonial Red
Red SRI-37
SRI-37
Colonial

Formerly: Black

Retro Red
Red SRI-42
SRI-42
Retro

Premium Metallic 500® Coatings

Champagne SRI-48
SRI-48
Champagne

Metallic Silver
Silver SRI-60
SRI-60
Metallic

(Premium Pricing
Pricing Applies)
Applies)
(Premium

Antique Patina
Patina SRI-40
SRI-40
Antique

Weathered Zinc
Zinc SRI-39
SRI-39
Weathered

Copper Penny
Penny SRI-50
SRI-50
Copper

Premium Finish

(Premium Pricing
Pricing Applies)
Applies)
(Premium
Vintage® is
is an
an innovative
innovative coating
coating process
process over
over a
a G-90
G-90 metallic-coated
metallic-coated steel
steel surface.
surface. The
The process
process creates
creates shade
shade variations
variations from
from
Vintage®
light to
to dark,
dark, the
the lighter
lighter shade
shade exhibiting
exhibiting a
a grey
grey tone
tone while
while the
the darker
darker shade
shade exhibits
exhibits a
a bronze
bronze or
or brown
brown tone.
tone. The
The dynamic,
dynamic, preprelight
aged appearance
appearance makes
makes this
this a
a beautiful
beautiful and
and durable
durable product
product choice
choice that
that is
is also
also graffiti
graffiti resistant.
resistant. Vintage®
Vintage® comes
comes with
with a
a 20
20 year
year
aged
warranty. Warranty
Warranty can
can vary
vary by
by environment,
environment, see
see TMP
TMP website
website for
for more
more information.
information.
warranty.

Vintage® SRI-22
SRI-22
Vintage®

NOTE: Due
Due to
to the
the coating
coating process,
process, Vintage®
Vintage® has
has a
a color
color range.
range. Color
Color can
can vary
vary from
from batch-to-batch
batch-to-batch and
and have
have directional
directional variations.
variations.
NOTE:

Weathering Materials

(These materials
materials will
will change
change appearance
appearance over
over time)
time)
(These
Zincalume® Plus
Plus AZ-55
AZ-55 is
is a
a 55%
55% aluminum,
aluminum, 45%
45% zinc
zinc metallic
metallic coating
coating over
over steel.
steel.
Zincalume®
It is
is a
a non-painted
non-painted finish
finish with
with a
a 25
25 yr.
yr. warranty
warranty
It

16 oz.
oz. Copper
Copper
16
20 oz.
oz. Copper
Copper please
please inquire
inquire
20
Pure Copper
Copper has
has no
no warranty
warranty
Pure

Zincalume® Plus
Plus AZ-55/
AZ-55/
Zincalume®
Galvalume® SRI-65
SRI-65
Galvalume®

SRI=Solar Reflective
Reflective Index.
Index. SRI
SRI values
values listed
listed above
above are
are in
in accordance
accordance with
with ASTM
ASTM E1980
E1980 and
and are
are based
based on
on actual
actual testing.
testing. (CRRC)
(CRRC)
SRI=Solar
Cool Roof
Roof Rating
Rating Council
Council SRI
SRI values
values (CA
(CA Title
Title 24,
24, ENERGY
ENERGY STAR®)
STAR®) are
are based
based on
on the
the grouping
grouping of
of colors
colors (color
(color families).
families). CRRC
CRRC SRI
SRI
Cool
values
will
differ,
as
each
color
is
not
tested
in
the
color
family
option.
Coatings
are
low
gloss
10-15%
sheen.
These
printed
values will differ, as each color is not tested in the color family option. Coatings are low gloss 10-15% sheen. These printed
chips provide
provide aa close
close representation
representation of
of the
the colors.
colors. Metal
Metal samples
samples are
are available
available upon
upon request.
request. Custom
Custom colors
colors available.
available. "Oil
"Oil
chips
canning" is
is an
an inherent
inherent characteristic
characteristic of
of roof
roof and
and wall
wall products,
products, and
and not
not aa defect,
defect, which
which is
is not
not aa cause
cause for
for panel
panel rejection.
rejection.
canning"

Salem, OR
OR Seattle,
Seattle, WA
WA Woodinville,
Woodinville, WA
WA Riverside,
Riverside, CA
CA Sacramento,
Sacramento, CA
CA
Salem,
www.taylormetal.com
www.taylormetal.com

